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• Care for your teak with gentle washing.
• Wet the surface of your teak furniture.
• Gently scrub with a soft brush, a mild cleanser and water. 
• Rinse well, then let your furniture dry in the sun.

When your teak furniture is new, wood oils may surface to develop what look like water spots and 
streaks. These are part of the natural maturing process – and simple to remove with a few easy steps.

CARING FOR TEAK

• To preserve the beauty of your finished teak furniture, protect pieces with our custom-fit outdoor 
furniture covers.

• Maintain the finish by applying a clear coat of polyurethane to the wood once or twice per year, 
depending on the weather in your area.

• Remove any stains on your finished teak furniture by gently sanding the soiled area with 3M® 
Hand Pad.  

In addition to our natural teak collections, we offer furnishings finished with a matte wash. Unless it’s 
protected from the elements, the color of the finish will fade to the silvery grey patina that’s characteristic 
of untreated teak. Keep your furniture in top condition with these simple suggestions.

FINISHED TEAK FURNITURE

When it comes to long-lasting strength and enduring style, teak is truly a wood for all seasons. As this 
golden-brown hardwood is exposed to the elements, it will naturally weather to a classic silver-grey hue.

• Our natural teak is designed to highlight the wood’s intrinsic beauty and unique grain.
• Teak is a durable hardwood with a high content of silica and natural oils, so it’s extremely 

resistant to rotting, warping and splitting.
• Teak is naturally water-resistant, allowing it to withstand any weather – from harsh sunlight to 

rain and snow.
• Natural variations in the wood grain make every piece of teak furniture unique.

NATURAL TEAK FURNITURE

TEAK FURNITURE
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NATURAL TEAK 
FRESH

NATURAL TEAK 
3-6 MONTHS

NATURAL TEAK 
6+ MONTHS

• New teak furniture has a rich, golden-brown color that will weather to a soft, silver-grey patina.
• If you live near the ocean, help protect your teak from the salt-water environment by hosing 

down the furniture once a week.
• In freezing climates, clean and dry your teak furniture, then store it in a dry, sheltered place like 

a garage or shed.
• To preserve the natural beauty of your teak furniture, protect pieces with our custom-fit outdoor 

furniture covers.

When you leave teak in its natural state, it’s virtually maintenance-free. If you like, you can leave your 
furniture outdoors all year ‘round. The rate and degree of teak’s weathering will depend on your 
local climate.

TEAK AND THE ELEMENTS

• For everyday dusting, use a soft, dry cloth.
• For regular cleaning, use a soft, damp cloth and soap and water – or a gentle, natural cleaner. 
• Never use cleaners containing detergents, abrasives or harsh chemicals.
• For stubborn stains on teak, use a paste that combines lemon juice or vinegar with salt.
• If traces of stains remain on the furniture, use fine-grained sandpaper. Be sure to wipe in the 

direction of the natural wood grain.
• To spot-clean fabric cushions, use a gentle cleaner like Simple Green and a soft brush.

One of the many great things about our teak furniture is that it’s very easy to clean. Teak is an 
exceptionally dense wood, so stains typically stay on the surface. Here are a few simple suggestions for 
cleaning your teak.

CLEANING TEAK


